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Donuts with Dads
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Dads and Carers were invited to the school on Friday to
visit their child’s classroom, see their work, play games and eat
a donut. Krystal pictured with her dad Stephen for
Donuts with Dads Day.
Hopetoun P-12 College
Phone 5083 3203

Fax 5083 3016

Email: hopetoun.p12@education.vic.gov.au

Hopetoun P-12 College is a Child Safe School

Principal’s Report
Donuts for Dads was a wonderful initiative to celebrate Father’s Day last week. On Friday, many
dads, grandparents and carers visited the primary classrooms to spend some time with the students
and to join in with a donut celebration. It was a pleasant way to recognise dads, grandparents and
carers for the support they give on a day-by-day basis.

The annual Parent Survey has been distributed to a representative cohort of parents. If you have
received an invitation to participate in the survey, please take the time to complete the questions.
The information you provide assists us with reviewing the school’s progress as well as helping
provide direction for next year. The school does not get any feedback on individual responses. We
receive the aggregated data which we use to analyse our systems and processes. The survey takes
about 10 minutes to complete. It would be fantastic if we could get 100% of invited parents to
respond to the survey.

NAPLAN Results
We posted this year’s NAPLAN results out to parents earlier this week. The envelopes were posted
on Monday 5th September so should be received by you this week. It is important that you check
the statements and have a look at your child’s achievement. An explanation on how to read the
graphs is provided on the front cover and a rubric defining achievement at each of the bands is on
the back page. Check your child’s achievement relative to the middle 60% (the grey shaded area),
the national average (the black triangle) and the assessed level (black dot). Please note that the
reports use a Band Scale of Band 1 to 10 rather than a Year Level indicator. If you have any
concerns, please contact the relevant teacher and make an appointment to discuss the results.

Work Experience
The Years 10 and 11 students will spend next week in work placements. These placements are an
important part of the Careers program and provide students with an opportunity to experience
first-hand the day-to-day approaches to work. In some instances, our students will be going to work
sites that they are familiar with and they may continue in that occupation into the future. In other
instances, students are experiencing work in occupations they may wish to pursue into the future.
Work experience provides the opportunity to explore options. Some of the businesses/occupations
our students will be exploring next week include agriculture, childcare, auto electrical, catering,

agricultural services, medical services, building and construction and health services. We
thank the businesses and organisations which are prepared to host our work experience students.
Coming Up
Work experience, Years 10 and 11, week commencing Monday 12th
September.
Kinder transition, Wednesday 14th September.
School Council meeting Wednesday 14th September.
Interim Reports available on Compass, Friday 16th September.
Last day term 3, Friday 16th September, 2.30pm dismissal.
Term 4 commences Monday 3rd October.
Graeme Holmes
Principal
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After School
Basketball
For Hopetoun P-12 students
in Grades Prep-6.
Starting 15th August
After school on Mondays,
students to be collected from
the stadium at 4:00pm.

Sessions by Mr. Van Der Burg

Homework Club
Thursday afternoons, between
3.20 and 4.00pm, for supervised
homework/study sessions.

Secondary students in Room 5.

Policy Update
Emergency Management Plan 2022/23
All schools are required to have an Emergency and Critical Incident
Management Plan. These plans are comprehensive and are designed
to provide guidance if an emergency occurs. The plans have a risk
assessment and response procedures. A broad range of possible
emergencies are identified in the plans and actions to address each of the emergencies are
listed. The plan also provides a quick reference guide of emergency phone contacts and
evacuation plans. Emergency Management Plans are updated in August each year, then
amended to reflect any changes in staffing, responsibilities or circumstances as they may arise
throughout the year. Copies of the plan are provided to all of the emergency service providers
in Hopetoun as well as to the Hopetoun Police and Yarriambiack Shire. Copies of our plan are
available from the school office upon request.
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Years 3-6 Primary Prattle
Australian Renewable Energy

Water

Wind

In 2001, the Government introduced the
renewable energy target plan. Australia
has been processing water for more than
100 Years. Renewable water is found and
manufactured in New South Wales and
Tasmania. Renewable water is processed
by metal and wood turbines. The water
goes through and makes electricity
energy. Objects at home that use water
electric energy includes; a bath, a toilet
and a washing machine.
Bella

Wind turbines started in 1987, 35 years ago as
of 2022. Wind turbines can be found at Murra
Warra, Ararat Wind Farm, Coopers Gap Wind
Farm, White Rock and Lincoln Gap Wind Farm.
Wind turns the propeller-like blades of a turbine
around a rotor, which spins a generator, which
creates energy. Objects at home that uses wind
energy includes; ovens, T.Vs, aircons, kettles
and fridges.
Mia
Water

Wind
Wind is renewable because it doesn't
harm the environment and its unlimited.
Australia has been using wind farms for
energy for 35 years .Wind farms can be
found at Ararat Wind Farm, Murra Warra
Wind Farm, Silverton Wind Farm, Licolen
Gap Wind Farm and Gullen Range Wind
Farm. The wind turns the propellor like
blades of a turbine around a rotor, which
spins a generator, which creates
electricity. Water heaters,
refrigerators, driers, ovens and
freezers use wind energy at home.
Sophie

Water is not in danger of being used up, when it
rains it gets replenished. Australia has been
using water for electricity since the 1800’s.
Renewable water is found and manufactured in
Queensland, Snowy Mountains, New South
Wales and Tasmania. Energy is made by using
water from hydroelectric power stations. Objects
at home that use water energy includes; a kettle
and a washing machine.
Will

Solar
Solar cells, which convert sunlight
into electrical current, had their
beginnings more than a hundred
years ago. It began in 1839. Solar
farms can be found at Gannawarra
Solar Farm, Wemen Solar Farm,
Bannerton Solar Park, Karadoc Solar
Farm and Numurkah Solar Farm.
Solar energy is created by nuclear
fusion that takes place in the sun.
Levi

Water
Water is renewable because there is a lot of water
in the world water cycle. Water has always played
an essential role in the history of human kind.
Renewable water is mostly found in New South
Wales and Tasmania. Renewable water energy is
generated by moving water converting it to
electricity. Layla

Water

Wind

Water is not in danger of being used up.
Australia has been using water as energy
since the 1800’s. It was first made in
Queensland in Thargomindah. Renewable
water can be found in New South Wales and
Tasmania. Water flows through a pipe and
then spins the blades in a turbine, which
spins a generator that produces electricity.
Shower, bath, washing machine and freezers
use renewable energy in a home.
Daneil

Wind is continual and never runs out. Australia
has been using wind farms for more than 35
years. Wind farms can be found in South West
Victoria, Western Australia, Tasmania and New
South Wales. Wind turbines capture wind
energy with big blades and they drive the
generator to make electricity. Objects in a
home that use energy includes; lights, toasters,
straightener and chargers. George

Solar

A major advantage to using solar energy is that it is a renewable resource. We will have a
steady, unlimited supply of sunlight for another 5 billion years. Solar has been processed and
used in Australia for over 60 years. Solar power is generated when energy from the sun is
converted into electricity. Keisha
Water
Wind
In 2001, the Government introduced
Wind turbines work on a simple principle: Instead
the energy target. Water energy has
of using electricity to make wind—like a fan-wind
been used in Australia since the
turbines use wind to make electricity. Wind turns
1800’s. There is at least 100 water
the propeller-like blades of a turbine around a
turbines in dams in Australia. Water
rotor, which spins a generator, which creates
flows through a pipe and then spins
electricity. Wind energy is 100% renewable. Wind
the blades in a turbine, which spins a
energy is elevated in New South Wales
generator that produces electricity.
(Silverton), Queensland (Mount Emerald) and is in
Objects in a home that use water
low areas like South Australia (Snowtown),
energy includes; hot water taps,
Western Australia (Collgar) and Victoria (Ararat).
fridges and washing machines.
Wind energy is made with Wind Turbines. Things
Ned
that use Wind energy in houses are an electric
fireplace, a fridge, a freezer, a cooler and a fan.
Eden

Stefanie Arendshorst
Classroom teacher

Save and bring your empty bread bags to the school to help earn sports
equipment for our school.

Year 12 students making costumes
for Book Week.

Last Day to
bring bread
bags to
School:
Stefanie
September
Ar9th endshorst
Classroom
Teacher

Paint Sessions

7/8 Basketball on Tuesday in Horsham

Stefanie

___________________________________________________
Ar-

Science Stem Challenge

endshorst

Lachie and John trying to see how

Classroom
Teacher

much weight they could hold with a
single sheet of paper.

Stefanie
Arendshorst
Classroom
Teacher

Please make sure you dress in appropriate pyjama’s for the weather! No short-shorts or singlets.

